Technology Alliance Program

Xeelo Brings DigitalOps Solution to Blue Prism
connected-RPA, helping customers execute
digital journeys from start to finish, accurately
and efficiently without replacing existing IT
environments.
The integration of Xeelo’s DigitalOps solution with Blue Prism connected-RPA allows organizations to
execute digital processes, end to end, combining workflow/orchestration with GDPR compliance and
Master Data and Document Management capabilities, all while enriching data automatically and
collecting input through a Digital Workforce.
As part of Blue Prism’s Technology Alliance Program (TAP) partnership, the integration adds Planning
& Sequencing to Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce – part of the Six Skills for Intelligent Automation.
Now, organizations can optimally plan workflow & workload execution to cover any process, end to
end, without replacing existing systems and losing legacy investments.

Digital Replaces Analog, with DigitalOps
For years, organizations have struggled to plan and execute their digital journeys. Many discover that
although parts of a process can be digitalized, when looked at end to end, the process continues to
live in an analog world – requiring emails, excels, word documents and humans—with data that can
change at any time. Automation is challenging enough without replacing existing systems.
Pairing Xeelo’s DigitalOps solution with Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce finally lets enterprises take a
comprehensive approach to digitalizing all the organization’s end to end processes. Xeelo’s
DigitalOps solution enables the orchestration of Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce as often, and within as
many processes as necessary, ensuring complete digital transformation without having to replace any
existing IT investments.

How it works
Xeelo DigitalOps focuses on data input as early as possible in the process, replacing emails, excels and
human interaction with webpages and mobile apps, to capture data in a structured way. Integrating
with Blue Prism’s Digital Workforce makes it easy to accept inputs from any existing structured data
system, enabling the process to start from anywhere.
Xeelo combines the required workflow/orchestration with its Master Data and Document
Management capabilities, enriching the original data on its Digital Journey and collecting further
inputs from Humans or other systems through the Digital Workforce, as necessary.
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With the data always in a digital, structured form, Xeelo allows multiple sub-processes to run
simultaneously through its orchestration engine (case management as defined by Gartner).
Once all the sub-processes have completed, all the auditable decisions have been taken, all the errors
dealt with, and the task/case is ready to be finalized, Xeelo DigitalOps distributes the finalized digital
data to end users and systems through multiple channels. This includes data distribution via Blue
Prism’s Digital Workforce, PDF generation, Mobile notifications and emails.
In addition to managing the process end to end, Xeelo DigitalOps Orchestration also transparently
handles all the problems that can occur during a task, including error messages, delays in receiving
human input with reminders and escalations, and automated escalation and delegation features.
As the leader in zero-code digital journeys, Xeelo focuses on allowing anyone to easily build
applications that execute digital journeys and provides the missing link to execute Digital Strategies.
We combine enterprise grade scalability and security together with GDPR and SoX compliant Master
Data management, universal workflows and full document management into a single solution.

Blue Prism & Xeelo
DigitalOps: End to End Digital
Process Execution
As DigitalOps specialists, Xeelo
focuses on securely and reliably
digitalizing processes.
Utilizing our platform’s capabilities
to manage processes, Master Da ta
and documents, we’ve built a
single, unified solution to manage
the Digital Journey of any
organization all the way to the end.
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Xeelo DigitalOps allows any process to become Digital from the outset, capturing data in a digital
form from the very start, irrespective of where the data originates.
Xeelo’s Master Data and Document Management capabilities further enhance the digital data,
working with OCR tools or enriching data automatically.
Xeelo’s Orchestration + Blue Prism connected-RPA ensure that digital communication is managed
effectively and efficiently during a process with all existing systems in an organization.
Xeelo doesn’t forget, always monitoring each task to completion, ensuring deadlines are met, issuing
automated reminders, escalating tasks or automatically assigned them to different teams.

Summary
The Blue Prism/Xeelo DigitalOps integration gives enterprises the ability to execute their digital journeys
from start to finish, ensuring that no part of an End to End process remains in analog form.
Xeelo DigitalOps works by orchestrating together with Blue Prism Digital Workers any interaction with
existing systems to ensure that a process has all the necessary data to run from start to finish. It also
ensures that any sub-processes or data distribution requirements during a process are fulfilled and met,
accurately and efficiently without needing any human interaction or repetitive tasks to be performed.
This finally enables Digital Strategies to be fully executed, without having to make compromises, or stop
short of achieving a full digital journey across the organization.
About Blue Prism
At Blue Prism, we pioneered Robotic Process Automation (RPA), emerging as the trusted and secure
intelligent automation choice for the Fortune 500 and public-sector market. Now we bring you
connected-RPA supported by the Digital Exchange (DX) app store—marrying internal
entrepreneurship with the power of crowdsourced innovation.
Blue Prism connected-RPA can automate and perform mission critical processes, allowing your
people the freedom to focus on more creative, meaningful work. More than 1,000 major enterprise
customers leverage Blue Prism’s digital workforce, empowering their people to automate billions of
transactions while returning hundreds of millions of hours of work back to the business. Visit
www.blueprism.com to learn more.
About Xeelo
Xeelo® is an All-in-One Digital Transformation platform, designed to provide Enterprise grade
MasterData Management, Document Management, Workflows and Data Integration capabilities.
Developed as a Zero-Code, Self-Service platform, it also includes a full Mobile Application builder, and
supports 100% corporate adoption with unlimited, FREE, Requestor users. For more information, visit
www.xeelo.com
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